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Streamlined Insight into Ransomware Group Activity

Monitor Ransomware Sites for
Indicators of Compromise
Ransomware is not only a problem for those directly affected. Awareness of events
among your own or your customers’ supplier ecosystems can help you stay aware
of potential vectoring threats. The DarkOwl Ransomware API is designed to
answer the essential question: Has an organization I monitor been extorted or
compromised in a cybersecurity incident?
Leveraging the world’s leading and continuously
updated darknet data index, you can gain insight
into potential risk by conducting targeted ransomware
searches. Ransomware API enables users to safely
query continuously sourced and updated ransomware
sites, primarily but not exclusively hosted in TOR
and Telegram, run by criminal gangs, and threat
actors to detect mentions of criminal activity against
an organization.
Search parameters enable queries by company
website, company name, contact name, or other
proximity indicators such as products, brands, or
other intellectual property. Automated monitoring and
alerting ensure continuous vigilance to a dynamic list
of sources continually updated by DarkOwl.

Benefits
Focused results from ransomwarespecific sites
Evolving, dynamic sources for
timely, relevant hits
Flexible search querires for optimal
coverage of petential mentions
Actionable intelligence that
organizations can leverage
Easy to deploy via streamlined
developer tools

Learn more at DarkOwl.com

Superior Darknet Data Powering Better Decisions

We illuminate
the Darknet

DarkOwl is the industry’s leading provider of darknet data.
We offer the world’s largest commercially available database
of information continuously collected from the darknet, allowing
our customers the ability to turn this data into a powerful tool
to identify risk at scale and drive better decision making. Our
platform tools allow users to parse and analyze the data for
specific use cases, and our database is updated from tens of
thousands of sites across multiple darknets every day.
DarkOwl is unique not only in the depth and breadth of its darknet
data, but also in the relevance and searchability of its data, its
investigation tools, and its passionate customer service. As
importantly, DarkOwl data is ethically and safely collected from
the darknet, allowing users secure and anonymous access to
information and threats relevant to their mission. Our passion,
our focus, and our expertise is the darknet.

DarkOwl’s vast darknet data adds value to our customers
by allowing them to bundle our darknet data with other
data sources such as social media and surface net. Any
data aggregator without darknet data is not offering a
comprehensive measurement of cyber risk/exposure.

Did You Know?

Powerful Tools Designed to Find, Monitor,
and Quantify Risks Emerging from the Darknet
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